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Part I:
Introduction

WHAT IS A GREENWAY?
A greenway is a linear open space. It is a continuous natural or landscaped corridor, often

A greenway is an environmental way to define a

linking parks, natural areas, cultural features, historic sites, animal habitats, and/or water

place. This corridor should be considered a

resources. An urban greenway links both natural features and urban features and provides

vital piece of infrastructure in every city,

a natural connection between destinations such as employment centers, recreational areas,

because greenway systems add social

housing, and retail. A greenway may follow a natural corridor such as a waterway, a manmade

and economic value to all parts of the

one such as a highway corridor, or a combination. The development of greenways reflects a

city that they touch. For this reason,

marriage of ecology and design.

investments in greenway systems are on

More than a green way to travel, a greenway is a way of living that reflects an enriched quality
of life. Through continued fragmentation of the natural environment and human’s disconnect
with nature, the importance of greenways is increasing.
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par with investments in roadways, trails,
stormwater management, and utilities.
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WHAT MAKES MIDDLETON
A GREENWAY CITY?
A traditional definition of a greenway is a linear open space corridor that links cultural
and environmental resources; but a Greenway City is much more than that. A thoughtfully
integrated greenway can play a number of social, environmental, and economic roles in
the community. Its benefits are wide-ranging and can permeate the culture and livability
of the whole city; the individual benefits of a greenway system offer greater combined
impact than the sum of their parts. By planning and integrating greenways and their
benefits throughout all areas of the city, Middleton is the very definition of a
Greenway City.

Specifically, the Middleton Urban Greenway connects many of the city’s and surrounding
area’s greatest assets, including Governor Nelson State Park, Pheasant Branch Creek
Conservancy, Pleasant View Golf Course, Middleton Bike Park, Greenway Center,
Greenway Station, Middleton Industrial Park, Discovery Springs, public school campuses,
office and employment districts, medical and biotechnology hubs, downtown Middleton,
and numerous residential neighborhoods. The Middleton
Urban Greenway is a result of Middleton’s longstanding
practice of conserving natural landscapes,
preserving permanent open space, and installing
advanced stormwater management techniques
and is one piece of more than 500 total acres of
conservancy land in Middleton.
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ROLES OF THE GREENWAY
The Middleton Greenway shapes and reflects the city’s economy, community character, health

is a perfect fit. Several major employers in Middleton have taken advantage of a Greenway

and wellness, cultural values, and environmental quality. The countless functions the Greenway

location – both as a benefit for their existing employees and as a recruitment tool for

provides can be categorized into Economic, Environmental, and Community roles
with benefits that permeate the culture and livability of the whole city.

attracting the best and the brightest employees. Many Middleton businesses cited
the Greenway as a reason for locating and staying in Middleton. Successful
business attraction, expansion, and retention continue to support increased

Economic
Economic Development. Today, forward-looking companies recognize

Because the Greenway is a magnet for companies that prioritize worker

that their employees are happier, healthier, and more productive when

attraction and retention, it provides a related benefit of bringing very

they have opportunities to exercise at work, view nature from their offices,

high-quality development to Middleton, which is a city priority. These

walk to nearby services, and immerse themselves in a natural environment

companies are typically associated with well-designed buildings that

as needed throughout the day. For this reason, employers are interested in
locating their offices in places that provide these options, and the Greenway
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tax revenues and high-paying jobs in Middleton.

capitalize on their Greenway setting. These high value properties improve
and contribute to Middleton’s urban fabric.

Environmental
Continuous Environmental Greenway. By preserving and

1979, more than 140 stormwater structures have been constructed. The largest

connecting natural areas, greenways serve multiple symbiotic

piece of infrastructure is the Confluence Pond located along Deming Way,

environmental functions. A greenway plays a more powerful

which serves a vital role in improving water quality. Since the Confluence

ecological role than a single conservation park or wildlife area.

Pond was completed in 2002, the estimated annual sediment load has been

For example, it preserves and maintains interconnected plant and

reduced by about 70 percent (over 30,000 tons total), and the estimated annual

wildlife corridors, preserves larger habitat areas, and provides unique
habitats required for many species’ shelter needs, diet, and migration.
The ability to travel greater distances within a continuous natural
environment provides wildlife breeding options, supports biological diversity
and species interchange, and avoids the creation of wildlife “island populations” and
wildlife decline. Other critical environmental functions include water resource protection,
prevention of streambank erosion and downstream sedimentation, and flood hazard mitigation.

phosphorus load has been reduced by about 50 percent (over 105,000 pounds
total).
This data is provided by the Middleton Water Resource Management Commission
monitoring a gaging station on Pheasant Branch at Parmenter Street. Actual reductions are
certainly larger, as a number of stormwater structures have been constructed downstream of
the gaging station since 2002. Additional information regarding stormwater improvements
can be found in a report prepared by the U.S. Department of Interior, U.S. Geological Survey,

Stormwater Management and Flood Control. The Greenway serves as a natural stormwater

and City of Middleton entitled, “Evaluation of the Effects of City of Middleton Stormwater-

system that serves Middleton and the surrounding area. Rather than relying on concrete

Management Practices on Streamflow and Water-Quality Characteristics of Pheasant Branch,

channels, storm sewers, or other built infrastructure, a large portion of the city’s stormwater

Dane County, Wisconsin, 1975–2008”.

is funneled through the Greenway’s continuous environmental corridor. This natural system
helps manage floods, convey and infiltrate stormwater, and improve Pheasant Branch Creek
and Lake Mendota water quality. Since the city adopted a stormwater control ordinance in

Due to the crucial stormwater management role the Greenway serves, the Greenway system
should be viewed as a piece of public infrastructure, similar to the city’s sewer system
or road network.
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Community
Recreation. The Greenway’s many paths, conservancy areas, golf courses, and parks provide

integrating exercise into daily life and improving the

countless recreational opportunities for Middleton residents and visitors. The Greenway

health of the community. It also helps reduce the

system is a great benefit for current and potential residents. Many neighborhoods are close

number of car trips in the city, reducing public street

to one or more features of the Greenway, providing residents the ability to escape to a natural

congestion, and supplements existing pedestrian,

environment and participate in an activity they enjoy—more or less in their backyards.

bicycle, and vehicle facilities in the city.

This could include hiking, running, dog walking, cross country skiing, cycling, mountain
biking, snowshoeing, birdwatching, golfing, canoeing, sitting, nature watching and more.
Not every urban community can offer its residents such a rich variety of activities in such
a well-maintained recreational system. Furthermore, spending time in natural places and
greenways has been broadly demonstrated to provide cognitive and mental health benefits.
The Greenway is a reason many people move to Middleton, whether they are dedicated sports
enthusiasts, or they simply enjoy having views of the Greenway from their homes.

schools and other educational facilities. Not only do
schools benefit from the natural setting and proximity to
nearby parks and trails, but they also have the ability to bring
students into the Greenway for direct learning and incorporate
the Greenway into their existing curriculum. The Greenway provides a natural environment
to study plant life and wildlife, ecology, water systems, human health, and other related

Community Building. Because the Greenway supports a multitude of uses, it can be used

topics. For many Middleton-area schools, such as Middleton High School; Kromrey Middle

by a wide variety of people regardless of health, age, ability, or income. The Greenway

School; Clark Street Community School; and Elm Lawn, Northside, and Sauk Trail Elementary

also serves social purposes. It creates public spaces that provide opportunities for social

Schools, this hands-on learning opportunity is just steps away. A recent educational greenway

interaction. Due to its length and extent, it connects diverse neighborhoods with one another.

improvement is the Kromrey outdoor classroom.

Neighborhoods that may be separated by barriers in the built environment can be connected
through this widely accessible green network.
Safe Transportation Path. The Greenway provides Middleton
residents an alternative way to travel through the city. It is a
valuable option for people looking for another way to travel
– whether for, health, environmental, or financial reasons.
Many people are able commute to work or school via the

Additionally, there are countless possibilities for environmental
education within the Greenway that can serve a broad
audience. The Greenway is well-suited to serve as an
outdoor classroom, as it naturally accommodates
informal gathering spaces. Signage in the Greenway
can educate visitors on a variety of topics such as
bird watching, tree identification, invasive species

Greenway. For others, the paths are a great option for

management, stormwater management, watershed

short trips, whether for personal errands or business

and water quality, and Middleton’s geological history

meetings. The Greenway’s miles of trails provide a safe,

and glacial legacy. Signage and other educational

car-free connection in a unique urban/natural setting.

elements should enhance the visitor experience and

Traveling by Greenway has the added benefits of
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Education. The Greenway is host to numerous

complement the other activities available in the Greenway.

WHY FORMALIZE THE
GREENWAY?
The role of the Greenway as a piece of economic,
transportation, and stormwater infrastructure
is well established in existing city plans and
policies. The City of Middleton Comprehensive
Park and Open Space Plans (2007 and 2014)
recommend the “protection of sensitive
environmental areas and development of a
regional bicycle/pedestrian trail system linking
Graber Pond to Hwy 12 Bike Path and extending
easterly via the Pheasant Branch Conservancy,
the new (expanded) community park and Dorn
Creek to Governor Nelson State Park.”
The City of Middleton Conservancy Lands Plan’s
goals pertaining to the Greenway are:
•

Goal 1: Protect and restore native
landscapes and designated conservancy
lands to maintain or improve the natural
habitat, scenic beauty, passive recreation
and environmental outdoor education

•

Goal 2: Expand partnerships for
maintenance of conservancy lands
and hands-on restoration and learning
opportunities for the residents of Middleton

•

Goal 3: Improve water quality within the conservancy lands properties

•

Goal 4: Increase connections between Middleton’s conservancy lands and other
adjacent or regional conservation areas including corridors/linkages with other
government/municipal lands of similar management

While the land, parks, and other features of the Greenway are discussed in various city plans,
the city does not have a guiding document or committee that holistically plans and maintains
the Greenway. The many important roles of the Greenway can most effectively be advanced by
formalizing the Greenway as a single entity. This will help the Greenway best serve its many
purposes and clarify the roles and responsibilities of the multiple governing bodies that relate
to the Greenway and the facilities it contains.
11

landscape is found in the eastern part of the
state and encompasses nearly 14 percent of
the state’s land area. The westernmost part
of the city is located within the very southern

Town of Middleton

tip of the Central Sand Hills landscape, which
is characterized by glacial moraines, rolling
City of Middleton

topography, and sandy soils. The Central Sand
Hills landscape extends north from Middleton’s
Pleasant View Golf Course to Portage County.
Just west of the Pleasant View Golf Course,

City of Madison
Urban Greenway
Study Area
TID 3 Boundary

landscapes begin: the Southwest Savanna
and the Western Coulee and Ridges. These

Source: Wisconsin Land Legacy Report,
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources

BACKGROUND INFORMATION, PROJECT
PURPOSE, AND PROCESS

landscapes reflect the geography of the Driftless

The TID #3 Urban Greenway Area Study focuses on the “Pleasant View/Greenway Center”

This unique nexus of landscapes is in part due to the fact that the geography of southern

segment of the Greenway, which is located on the southwest side of the city. The study area

Wisconsin was shaped by the glaciers 10,000 to 25,000 years ago. During the Wisconsin

is bounded by Pleasant View Golf Course to the west, University Avenue/Highway 14 to the

Glaciation, a glacial lobe extending from north of Green Bay terminated approximately where

north, the Beltline to the east, and Greenway Boulevard/city limits to the south. Located on the

Middleton is located today. As a result, the geography of the glaciated areas to the northeast

west side of Middleton, the study area is the edge of the Driftless Area, which is a land area

of Middleton is vastly different from that of the unglaciated (or “Driftless”) areas to the south

that was not impacted by the most recent glacial period. The city has largely protected the

and west. Because Middleton is situated so near to the boundary of the Driftless Area, it has a

unique landscape features, many of which are within the Greenway.

unique geology and ecology that includes many distinctive natural features such as Esser Pond

Ecological and Geological Significance
The Wisconsin Land Legacy Report issued by the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
organizes the State of Wisconsin into distinct ecological landscapes based on soil, topography,
and vegetation. In this report, the majority of the City of Middleton is located in the Southeast
Glacial Plains landscape, which is characterized by some of the world’s best examples of
glacial landforms such as moraines, kettles, and drumlins. It also includes a large amount
of wetlands and several larger lakes, including the Yahara Chain of Lakes. This type of
12

west of Middleton, two separate ecological

Area. The western half of the study area is Madison
Metro Area’s transition to the Driftless Area.

(a kettle pond), dolomite limestone, and the Glacial Lake Middleton lakebed. The cross-section
graphic on page 14 demonstrates how the TID #3 Urban Greenway Study Area captures these
unique assets. The high point of this segment is a steep ridgetop, which is actually the bank
of an ancient glacial erosion outwash, which is now the Black Earth Creek. The Pleasant View
Golf Course clubhouse is located at the top of this ridgetop. Open space to the east allows for
panoramic views of the city. The slope descends to the east into a creek valley leading toward
South Pond. The slope and creek provide a gradual transition into Greenway Center and the
surrounding commercial area, which is one of the largest employment centers in the Madison

Area. This graphic shows how the unique geology coupled with forward-thinking planning of
the Greenway have created a system that provides social/recreational opportunities, supports
the preservation of important environmental features, and drives economic development in
the city. To help communicate the essential and multi-faceted role the Greenway plays, the city
should develop a similar cross-section analysis in future studies of other
segments of the Greenway.
Esser Pond and South Pond play a key role in the
Greenway’s stormwater infrastructure, as they trap
sediment and other pollutants before the water
continues downstream to Lake Mendota. According

“As a functioning ecosystem, Esser Pond provides a valuable community service by
retaining storm water, trapping sediments, re-cycling nutrients, slowing erosion, and,
in some instances, helping to remove pollutants. It satisfies the needs of the public
directly by providing scenic beauty, open space, and habitat for the game and nongame species of wildlife that people enjoy. Together, the Middleton ponds [Esser,
Tiedeman, Stricker, and Graber Ponds] represent some of the only high-quality sites
remaining in Dane County where deep-water marsh habitat might be restored and
managed for water birds.”1
1

Zimmerman, Jim. H and Ken N. Kailing. “Esser Pond Wetland Functional Impact Assessment, Design and
Management Study for Middleton, Wisconsin.” Prepared for the City of Middleton. July 1989.

to Jim H. Zimmerman and Ken N. Kailing, ecologists
who conducted an in-depth study of Esser Pond and
associated wetlands, Esser Pond is integral to the
Middleton’s stormwater infrastructure:

Esser Pond is a natural kettle pond that was formed when the glaciers receded. South Pond,
which performs similar functions as Esser Pond, is a manmade confluence pond designed to
capture stormwater from adjacent development and divert sediments and pollutants
from the lakes.
13

ECONOMIC DEVELOPOMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL CORRIDOR/BUFFER

STORMWATER POND

SOCIAL/RECREATION

GOLF CLUB HOUSE

BIKE PARK

RIDGETOP OPEN SPACE
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SLOPE

CREEK VALLEY

History
The area that is now Greenway Center has long been recognized as a key office and
commercial development opportunity for Middleton. The creation of Tax Incremental Finance
District #3 (TID #3) helped fund the development of this commercial and employment hub.
A key first step was the establishment of a stormwater improvement district that allowed the
urbanizing floodplain to be developed. Other major projects completed in this district include:

Today, major employers in TID #3 include:
•

PPD

•

Spectrum Brands

•

ETC

•

Fiskars

•

Extension of Greenway Boulevard

•

UW Health

•

CDA lease revenue bonds to build a parking garage that would support increased

•

Raven Software

•

US Geological Survey

density in the area
•

Road construction and reconstruction

•

Stormwater improvements, including the development of the confluence pond

•

Bike path construction

The Greenway and Pleasant View Golf Course have both played an economic development

The Pleasant View Golf Course was once owned by Cuna Mutual Group,
which had plans to develop the property into residential and golf uses. Seeing an opportunity,
the City of Middleton purchased the land including the golf course and surrounding land,
through Resolution No. 1994-18, issuing a bond to purchase.

role in Middleton. These amenities spurred the development of Greenway Station, a mixed use
center that includes hotels, office, retail and now residential infill development.

1994—Before confluence pond construction

2016—Confluence pond and employment center
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Planning Process
This study is the result of a joint effort of the City of Middleton Planning Department,

responses were positive about the Greenway and its offerings. The survey revealed that some

Vandewalle & Associates (TIF planning consultant), and Strand Associates (TIF engineering

respondents participate in only one activity in the Greenway, while others participate in

consultant). The purpose of the TID #3 Urban Greenway Area Study is to further define

several activities. Golf was the most commonly mentioned activity, with bicycling (mountain

the Greenway, identify economic development opportunities, recommend future land

and road), running, cross country skiing, snowshoeing, and hiking being mentioned

uses, identify preservation areas, and recommend public infrastructure improvements and

frequently as well.

recreational opportunities within the Greenway.
Public input was gathered to understand future development interests and city needs within
the study area. The planning team held stakeholder interviews with several property owners,
City Staff, Committees, and other individuals with an interest in the study area.
Additionally, public outreach included an online recreational activities survey. The survey
asked respondents to share how they used the recreational areas, suggest opportunities
for improvement, identify conflicts that exist between different uses and users, and explain
any environmental concerns. This survey was distributed to a wide range of Greenway user
groups and stakeholders and had a high response rate, with nearly 250 responses. Generally,
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There were many suggestions for expanding the trail network, including adding more
mountain bike trails, cross country ski trails, and running/hiking trails; providing ski trails to
connect Blackhawk Ski Area to Pleasant View Golf Course; and adding trail connections from
the Greenway to other parts of the city. A few issues were identified as well. Pleasant View
Road was generally agreed to be dangerous for bicyclists and vehicular access into Pleasant
View Golf Course. Many commented on a lack of parking at the golf course during events
and league nights. There were also many comments from individuals who have experienced
overcrowding and conflicts in the Pleasant View Golf Course parking lot. For example, a lack
of space results in bicyclists unloading their bikes in the parking lot driving lane, creating
a safety hazard. There were also concerns about protecting natural environment and that
development encroaching on the Greenway reduces the feeling of escape.
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Part II:
Economic Development
Opportunities

Key Area Economic Development Opportunities
This section identifies large economic development opportunities that are unique to the
study area and which can guide future land use and infrastructure improvements to be
implemented in a sustainable framework.

18
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ADVANCE THE GREENWAY
Growing the Greenway
The city should continue to evaluate public or private land

Greenway remains continuous. Generally, expansions to the Greenway should promote low-

that could potentially be added to the public Greenway

impact recreation (such as biking, hiking, and other silent sports) as opposed to high-intensity

system. Land additions should fill a role identified in this

activities that involve noise, traffic, bright outdoor lighting, and significant energy needs.

plan and meet the goals of the Conservancy Land Plan,
particularly those goals related to protecting and restoring
native landscapes, improving water quality, preserving steep
slopes, increasing linkages to other conservation areas, protecting
natural habitat and scenic beauty, and expanding opportunities for
passive recreation and environmental outdoor education. Expansions of the Greenway should
generally consist of environmentally-sensitive lands that are not planned for development or
which are not otherwise developable, but may enhance development sites. Additions should
be contiguous to the existing Greenway system and/or should be connected to the existing
Greenway system by a bicycle/pedestrian path or linear band of open space to ensure the

20

Areas incorporated into the Greenway should expand and grow the system’s natural areas,
recreational areas, and education opportunities. The city’s Comprehensive Park and Open
Space Plan recognizes that the city will need to have additional park acreage to serve the
growing community, particularly in areas north and west of the current municipal limits.
Additions to the Greenway system could help meet these future parkland needs and provide
additional recreation options on the north side of the city. The Comprehensive Park and Open
Space Plan supports the development of a regional bicycle/pedestrian trail system linking the
existing off-street bike path along Highway 12 to Graber Pond, then to the Pheasant Branch
Conservancy and onward to Governor Nelson State Park. This connection would become part
of the Greenway system.

Additionally, several expansion opportunities exist
within the study area. Golf should be encouraged to
continue to prosper within the greenway and expansion
areas should be reserved adjacent to the course (see
page 25 for additional information). The city owned
and operated Middleton Bike Park could be expanded,
partially relocated, or the trailhead could be relocated onto
the undeveloped area to the north, freeing land for golf course
expansion. This property is outside of the current municipal limits and
would need to be annexed into the city in order to become part of the expanded park. The
property could remain in private ownership with a public access agreement for the Bike Park
or become publicly owned. Expanding the Bike Park would allow it to serve more users and
offer trails for a wider variety of skill levels. The expanded park would provide the city with
the opportunity to host mountain biking events and competition festivals on the Bike Park

The Sports Training Center or Middleton Park could incorporate an ice climbing wall as a

grounds. Expanding the Bike Park would also help attract mountain biking enthusiasts, and

related use. The climbing wall would be the existing quarry wall adjacent to the Golf Course,

would particularly help retain and attract young professionals who work and live in Middleton.

just west of Pleasant View Road. (The climbing wall is described further in Part III of this

Recreation Opportunities

document.) The climbing wall and cross country ski trails associated with the Sports Training
Center could be added to the Greenway system through a public access agreement.

A Sports Training Center is currently being planned for an area south of University Avenue

To the west of the study area, Blackhawk Ski Area features a ski jump

and north of Pleasant View Golf Course. The Training Center would be targeted to winter

area, cross country ski trails, and mountain biking trails. This

sports athletes and would primarily involve a cross country skiing venue. At the time of this

private club’s activities naturally complement the Greenway

report the project program was in the conceptual stage and still being formalized. The new

concept. In the survey conducted at the beginning of this

public cross country ski trails would be located on the southern half of the Training Center

planning process, many cross country skiers suggested

grounds. Potential trail routes are depicted on the map on page 38. In the warmer months,

connecting the cross country ski trails at Blackhawk

there is interest in providing sustainable agriculture uses in between and around the trails,

Ski Area to the trails at Pleasant View Golf Course. This

potentially incorporating small-scale vegetable farms that would participate in local farmers

represents another opportunity to advance the Greenway.

markets, or similar agricultural uses. Since the land is currently farmed, this would reflect a
continuation of the current land use.
21

PARKWAY
Given the growing number of uses north of Pleasant View Golf
Course, additional roads will be necessary to connect the
many recreational opportunities. In particular, a park road is
recommended to connect the Sports Training Center site to
Pleasant View Golf Course to the south and the planned mixed use
development to the east.
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Potential Parkway Alignment
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EXCURSION TRAINS
Currently excursion trains in the Middleton area are limited to the Polar Express Train Ride.

exploration. They could also appeal to all ages – from

This seasonal excursion leaves from the railroad spur near Deming Way. It offers a one-hour

students to retirees. Schedules would be centered on

tour designed for families with young children. On this tour, guests are taken to the “north

weekend excursions and special events. Excursion

pole” and back, but guests never leave the train. It operates in November and December only.

trains could also bring visitors from the west to

The excursion train concept could be expanded to serve a wider audience, visit a variety of
destinations, and offer trips in the warmer months or year-round. Excursion trains could be
provided using the city-owned stop and rail spur. The excursion trains would serve Driftless
Area destinations west of Middleton such as Cross Plains, Black Earth, Mazomanie, Spring
Green, and the many natural areas along the Wisconsin River. The tours could incorporate a
variety of themes, including environmental education, small town destinations, and culinary

Middleton on UW game days or other special
events on campus. From there, visitors could stop
by a Middleton tavern or restaurant to watch the
game, or continue their journey to Camp Randall
or other downtown Madison destinations via public
transportation, special shuttle, or train.

23

ENERGY RELIABILITY & TECHNOLOGY DISTRICT
There is a developing opportunity to establish an Energy Reliability & Technology District

This high level of reliability is critical to many biotechnology

east of Pleasant View Road. In the District, companies could have confidence that they would

businesses that depend on control and precision in the

not experience outages or other interruptions in their electric service. Middleton’s Energy

laboratory or in complex, multi-day clinical trials. Energy

Reliability & Technology District is planned around the growth of PPD, a company that is

reliability is a key consideration for these businesses when

keenly aware of the need for energy reliability. In the District, the infrastructure would be

choosing where to locate. Providing this District would help

coordinated so that an outage could be isolated without disrupting service to the rest of the

the Greenway attract companies that depend on energy

District. This means that an individual business would have uninterrupted power, even when

reliability. The city will work to promote the Energy Reliability

existing power system grid experiences an outage. This could be achieved with battery

& Technology District concept and encourage companies

backup storage and other technology solutions. Power for the battery backup system could

to locate in the District, as a critical mass of companies will be

be supplied by renewable energy sources, or it could be charged by the grid. The city will

needed to establish this pilot project. The Energy Reliability & Technology

develop a partnership with the local utility company on implementing the concept.

District could ultimately lead to the development of a campus of like-minded companies with
similar goals, particularly those which are concerned about their triple bottom line, their
environmental footprint, and being a partner in the Greenway system.
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GOLF COURSE AREA IMPROVEMENTS
Pleasant View Golf Course is an award winning, highly successful public golf course offering

View Golf Course that generally do not conflict with daytime golf. Maximizing the use of open

27 holes and a 9-hole par three course. Having recently won Madison Magazine’s 2016 Gold

spaces by creating gathering spaces that offer music and/or host special events is a stated

Award for Best Golf Course, the course’s success should continue to be a City and greenway

goal of the city, as described in the Comprehensive Park and Open Space Plan. Furthermore,

priority. The activity of golf should continue to be the primary use of the golf course
area, and all golf-related decisions should continue to be directed by the
Pleasant View Golf Course Advisory Committee and the Common Council.
The golf course lands should be protected from any activities that may
deter from the golf experience to maintain profitability. In addition to
spectacular golfing, the course offers remarkable public vistas that
are not found in other Middleton parks. Located at approximately 300
feet above Lake Mendota, the clubhouse and other points on the golf
course provide panoramic views of Middleton and Madison, including
glimpses of Lake Mendota and the Capitol. Future improvements should
celebrate and preserve the public vistas. Improvements should not block
or diminish the views; rather they should be designed to preserve and
incorporate the views whenever possible.

providing additional and alternative uses of the Pleasant View Golf Course facilities will
increase revenue for the course and the clubhouse restaurant. It will also bring
more Middleton residents to the course and make it available to a much wider
audience.
Public outreach efforts revealed a need to provide more parking at the
Pleasant View Golf Course, particularly during special events and golf
league nights. Additionally, more space is needed to allow for unloading
of bikes from vehicles. The Middleton Bike Park is increasing in popularity,
which provides alternative park uses that may particularly appeal to younger
audiences and millennials, both residents of Middleton and visitors. This study
recommends clearly identifying which city lands should be preserved for golf
use and expansion and which lands should be designated for non-golf uses. The
map on page 26 represents these lands and future uses as agreed upon by golf course and

In order to expand and broaden the profitability of Pleasant View Golf Course, the city should

city stakeholders. The 275-acre parcel should only be used for golf purposes and the existing

continue to encourage and promote after-hours activities such as music performances and

cross county ski trails. Parking within this area may be reserved for golf use and the course

public gatherings at the clubhouse and patio. Evening uses support expanded use of Pleasant

may choose to gate the parking/driveway to secure the golf course after hours.
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To eliminate the conflict of bicycle unloading onto the drive, the bike parking may be

There is also a problematic bike and pedestrian conflict point at the northeast corner of the

relocated to the Greenway expansion area to the north, specifically along the parkway and at

Golf Course. At this location, where the bike path crosses Pleasant View Road, visibility is

the Sports Training Center. This would also be a good area to relocate the Middleton Bike Park

poor due to the fact that Pleasant View Road is on the crest of a hill and drivers may not be

trailhead to separate golf and non-golf uses.

expecting bicyclists to cross the road. A new entrance drive and road alignment to access
the golf course from Pleasant View Road would help mitigate this issue. As improvements
to Pleasant View Road are currently in the planning stages, now is the time to plan for a new
access point to the golf course.
Potential entrance drive options
are discussed in Part IV.
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GREENWAY CENTER INFILL
Encouraging mixed use infill development is a critical next step in maximizing the possibilities

Residential infill in Greenway Center will enhance the customer base for the commercial and

for Greenway Center as a retail, office, employment, and residential destination in the state.

office uses, and will sustain the economic health of the neighborhood. Promoting residential

Commercial and office infill is central to continuing to grow the employment base in this part of

infill near the Greenway will also increase the number of people living near the system and

the city. Greenway Center is already a highly-desirable location for offices and commercial uses,

using the it on a regular basis. Increasing use of the Greenway will further support the concept

in part due to proximity to the Greenway and in partly to the interactions and resources that

of Middleton as a Greenway City, as the “green way of life” will be cemented as a central part

become available when locating near like-minded companies.

of the city’s culture and identity. The Greenway and Middleton’s housing have a symbiotic
relationship, as the Greenway attracts new residents to Middleton—particularly those who
value access to nature and recreational opportunities. Specific residential infill locations are
described in Part III.
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GREENWAY CENTER EXPANSION
Expansion of Greenway Center, Middleton’s major employment center, is vital for
the future growth and economic health of the city. Middleton has limited corridors
where Greenway Center expansion could occur, due to boundary agreements
with adjacent towns. The north side of Middleton is planned primarily for
residential and limited commercial uses. As a result, the southwest and southeast
quadrants of University Avenue and Pleasant View Road are the only areas where
Greenway Center can expand. At this critical location, land should be reserved
for additional employment uses: primarily technology and research companies
and corporate headquarters.
With the exception of a small area at the northwest corner of Pleasant View Road
and University Avenue, the entire area needs to be added to Middleton’s urban
service area. Specific development opportunities are described in Part III.
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Part III:
Development Opportunities

Recommended Land Uses
The map on the following page depicts recommended future land use for undeveloped,
underutilized, and redevelopment sites in the study area. Development opportunities are
located primarily along University Avenue, west of Pleasant View Road, and in infill locations in
Greenway Center.
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GREENWAY CENTER EXPANSION AREA
Greenway Center has grown to become a critical piece of the Middleton economy, being a top

and concerned about their environmental impact.

employment center in the region with several technology and research companies that offer

Development of the Energy Reliability & Technology

high-quality jobs. Greenway Center has also become a very desirable location for companies

District on the east side of Pleasant View Road will

that are seeking to attract top talent, due to its attractive Greenway location and its proximity

also add to the appeal of Greenway Center for high

to biosciences and biotechnology knowledge centers. Future development in the study area

tech companies that depend on energy reliability.

should build on the success of Greenway Center and continue to grow the employment base.

Throughout the campus, information technology,

Lands north and west of PPD and south of University Avenue have been identified as natural

biomedical manufacturing, biotechnology, office, and

expansion areas for Greenway Center. Existing land uses in this area include an active quarry

similar uses are desirable.

west of Pleasant View Road between University Avenue and Pleasant View Golf Course, and
rural commercial/industrial development on the east side of Pleasant View Road, north of PPD.

The technology/office campus could also be home to
future expansions and relocations of existing Greenway

Lands west of Pleasant View Road are located in the Town of Middleton and would need to

businesses. This area is particularly suited for expansion of existing businesses in Greenway

be annexed into the city in order to be developed at urban intensities. Additionally, with the

Center, along University Avenue, and in the Middleton Business Park. It would also be a natural

exception of the northeast corner of the quarry site, the majority of this area is not in the urban

choice for flourishing startup businesses that were developed in incubator spaces that are in

service area. The city will work with the Regional Plan Commission on environmental studies

need of their own professional office space.

and other documentation required to add this land to the urban service area. New roads will
be needed to serve new development and connect it to Greenway amenities. Lands outside
of the city should be considered longer-term expansion areas, as compared to the Greenway
Center expansion area east of Pleasant View Road.

Technology/Office Campus
The core of the Greenway Center expansion area
should become a technology/office campus that
takes advantage of the existing research, biotech,
and information technology enterprises located in
Greenway Center and north of University Avenue.
The campus would be ideal for attracting new
businesses that are interested in locating among other
technology and research companies, seeking a natural
setting and recreational options for their employees,

Information technology, biomedical manufacturing, biotechnology, and office uses are
recommended along the south side of University Avenue, west of Pleasant View Road.
Retail or office-supporting commercial uses can also be successful here, due to the highly
visible location on University Avenue. High-quality and high-value development at this
key intersection will establish a strong presence at the corner of Pleasant View Drive and
University Avenue and will help create a market for the quarry lands to the south.
Land further to the south could support longer-term expansion for technology/office campus
and a shared parking structure to serve the multiple companies located in the campus. A
parking structure would reduce the amount of surface parking and impervious surfaces in
the campus and help maximize the campus land area that is available. Parking densification
(i.e., structured parking) will become increasingly important as the number of jobs and
businesses increase in the study area. Existing light industrial uses could be relocated within
future technology/office areas further from University Avenue. Within the campus, the precise
location of each use is flexible and will be ultimately determined as development is proposed.
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PLANNED NEIGHBORHOOD
The land west of the quarry site and east of Schwartz Road would be appropriate for a planned
neighborhood development oriented to the nearby Greenway recreational and environmental
assets and Greenway Center employment area. The planned neighborhood would incorporate
a carefully-planned mix of hospitality, commercial, and residential development. The large
site could be developed by a single owner or developer who could produce a master
neighborhood development with a mix of complementary uses. Hospitality uses could serve
outdoor recreation enthusiasts (skiers, climbers, golfers, etc.) and visitors to Middleton and
A new loop road should be constructed on the west side of Pleasant View Road using existing

Madison destinations. Due to the railroad crossing at

Pleasant View Road access points. This public street would serve the technology/office campus

Schwartz Road, a secondary access point will be needed

and connect uses to one another. In the future, this road could be extended to the west to connect

in order to develop this site. This secondary access

the technology/office campus to the Sports Training Center and other Greenway amenities.

should extend from Schwartz Road, and should connect to
the Technology/Office campus loop road to the east and

Hospitality/Residential

the Sports Training Center and parkway to the west.

The southwest corner of the quarry site is planned for potential hospitality and residential

The Planned Neighborhood site is located in the Town of

uses. Development here could serve the potential Sports Training Center to the west and the

Middleton and would need to be annexed into the city

rock climbing hub to the east and south. Climbing outfitters, housing for athletes, restaurants,

and brought into the urban service area. The city would

taverns, or other entertainment uses that would appeal to skiers and climbers would be an

need to work with the Regional Plan Commission on the

especially good fit on this site. Other uses could be tailored to meet the needs of golfers, as

environmental studies and documentation required to

the area is immediately adjacent to Pleasant View Golf Course and a short drive from the

accomplish this.

clubhouse. Any development in this area should not impact views from the golf course. In
addition to athletes, hospitality uses could also serve visitors to other Middleton destinations,
the University of Wisconsin, downtown Madison, and UW Hospital.
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DOWNTOWN GATEWAY
REDEVELOPMENT SITES
Redevelopment areas are identified on the south side
of University Avenue. These areas are key gateway
sites, as visitors arriving from University Avenue
will make their first impressions of the study area
here. These sites are well suited for high-density
office and commercial uses. These areas could also
accommodate a park and ride for commuters going
from areas north and west of Middleton to downtown
Middleton, downtown Madison, or the UW campus area. Individuals could reach their
ultimate destination via carpool, public transit, dedicated shuttles, bicycle, or on foot. Park
and rides support the goal of reducing congestion during rush hour and support alternative
transportation modes.

GREENWAY HOSPITALITY INFILL SITE
An undeveloped site located south of PPD on the east side of Pleasant View Road has been
identified for a hospitality use. Due to its elevation and the undeveloped Greenway lands
to the east, it offers many amenities, particularly vistas of Middleton, Lake Mendota, and the
Capitol. It also has direct access to Pleasant View Road and the Greenway. This very attractive
site should be considered the primary hospitality destination in the study area. Uses in this
location would be most successful if they relate to the Pleasant View Golf Course and other
Greenway activities. For example, a boutique hotel
or lodge containing roughly 80 rooms could cater to
outdoor recreation enthusiasts (golfers, bicyclists,
climbers, skiers, etc.) and could offer outdoorfriendly amenities or services. The inclusion of a
200-to-300-capacity gathering facility or conference
center, spa, and/or retreat center paired with the
stunning views could truly make this a destination
in Middleton. The hotel and any other related
hospitality facilities should be designed to maximize
views of and access to the Greenway.
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OTHER
INFILL SITES
Additional infill sites are
identified on the future land
use graphic. The infill site
at Esser Place (located on
Deming Way, northwest of
Esser Pond) should be an
office tower that utilizes the
existing parking structure in
that location.
The infill site north of the
Greenway Building on
Aspen Commons would be
best suited for commercial
development, similar to that of
surrounding uses. This site could host an office tower that capitalizes on the view of downtown
Middleton and beyond.
The city should work with the owner of Greenway Station to provide residential or mixed use
infill development within underutilized sites within Greenway Station. In particular, a site on
the southeast corner of Greenway Boulevard and Deming Way is recommended for infill retail
and office uses.

CITY OF MIDDLETON COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
The future land uses shown the on the map on the following page reflect the city’s vision for the
future of the study area. City Planning Staff recommends that the TID #3 Urban Greenway Area
Study be adopted as part of the City of Middleton’s Comprehensive Plan. The land use pattern
shown on the city’s Future Land Use Map should be consistent with the land uses described
in this plan.
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Part IV:
Public Improvement Opportunities

In order to capture the economic development opportunities and land development
opportunities described in the previous sections, the city should invest in public improvements
that will enhance the Greenway experience and accommodate potential growth. Specific
proposed improvements relate to increasing public awareness, improving vehicular and
pedestrian access to serve future development and improve access to the Pleasant View Golf
Course, expanding recreational options, upgrading stormwater infrastructure, and celebrating
the Greenway’s environmental features.
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PUBLIC AWARENESS
Although its presence is increasing, the Greenway is an unknown asset for many people
outside of Middleton. The city should devote resources to marketing both the Greenway
and Middleton as a Greenway City. Marketing efforts should increase public awareness and
promote use of the Greenway, emphasize its importance to individual health and quality of life,
and encourage preservation of the Greenway system.
These ideas can be included in the Chamber of Commerce and Tourism Commission

Recommended topics include:
•

Stormwater management and its relationship to clean lakes

•

Watershed education

•

Greenway paths and benefits of alternative transportation

•

Environmental protection, with emphasis on ecological features and habitats
such as steeps slopes, hydric soils, floodplains, wetlands, wildlife habitat, waterways,

marketing materials and also communicated by installing information signage, interactive
features, or interpretive displays within the Greenway and at Greenway entrances. Signage
should include a defined educational program.

and kettle ponds
•

Geological history and glacial legacy in Middleton

•

Native plant restoration

Promoting Middleton as a Greenway City will help drive further economic development, job
growth, and investment. It will also help grow Middleton’s image as a desirable place to live,
especially for those who are seeking healthy lifestyles, active recreation, and convenient
access to nature.
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ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
In order to accommodate increased development in the study area, improvements to Pleasant

Even with the improvements to Pleasant View

View Road are needed, particularly to address safety issues and accommodate increasing

Road, crossing the road will likely continue to

traffic. Preliminary designs include widening Pleasant View Road to two lanes in each

be challenging for bicyclists and pedestrians

direction. These improvements will be studied in an upcoming joint City of Middleton and City

due to increased automobile traffic and a

of Madison study (Contract No. 7809 for design services for Pleasant View Road). This phased

widened roadway. A bicycle and pedestrian

project will involve reconstructing Pleasant View Road as an urban boulevard on its existing

bridge or overpass is recommended where

alignment. Upon completion, the reconstructed road will include four vehicle travel lanes,

the bike path currently crosses Pleasant View

two bike lanes, a raised median, a sidewalk on one side, and a widened sidewalk/bike path

Road, at the northeast corner of the Pleasant

on the other side. The Phase I road segment is between University Avenue/Highway 14 and

View Golf Course. This overpass will create

Greenway Boulevard, and the Phase II segment is from Greenway Boulevard to Old Sauk Road.

a safe and comfortable connection across

Phase I construction is anticipated in 2021 with

the transportation barrier. Preliminary road

Phase II in 2022. Phase III, which is south of the

designs include lowering Pleasant View Road

Greenway study area, would be completed

by 10 feet or more in order to address safety

in 2023. The construction timeline could

and visibility concerns, which would make construction of an overpass feasible. The public

potentially be moved ahead as funding allows.

overpass should serve bicycles, pedestrians, and may even serve automobiles if combined

In addition, new roads will be needed to serve

with access to the proposed Greenway hospitality site.

new development and connect to Greenway

An opportunity also exists for an underpass of Pleasant View Road west of PPD that would

amenities. On the west side of Pleasant

create a safe connection from PPD to the proposed technology/office campus in the existing

View Road, a new public street should be

quarry west of Pleasant View Road. This underpass would likely be heavily used by Greenway

constructed to serve the technology/office

Center employees and residents, as well as visitors to nearby hospitality sites and Greenway

campus. This loop road will utilize two existing

users. This underpass could be either public or private and may serve pedestrians, bicycles,

access points on Pleasant View Road. In the

or automobiles.

future, this road should be extended west to connect across Schwartz Road to the parkway
in the Greenway expansion area. This extension would connect the new development near
Pleasant View Road to the Sports Training Center and would provide another option for
traveling to the Pleasant View Golf Course. On the east side of Pleasant View Road, a new
public street should be constructed to serve the technology/office areas south of University
Avenue. This road should run east-west and then continue south to connect to the Research

In addition, a new parkway should be built to link the potential Sports Training Center site
to the Pleasant View Golf Course to the south and the future planned neighborhood area to
the east. This parkway will increase connectivity on the west side of the study area, linking
recreational opportunities. The design of this parkway is described in detail in the
following section.

Way/Quarry Road intersection.
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GOLF COURSE/BIKE PARK AREA
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Numerous opportunities exist to improve parking, circulation, and recreational activities within

lot, particularly during peak periods such as golf league nights. The existing lot is often times at

the Pleasant View Golf Course and Middleton Bike Park area. The following recommended

capacity, reducing the use of this area. A primary concern was a conflict of biking, walking, driving,

improvements are in response to public input. Focus groups and community survey responses

and unloading equipment (bike racks, bicycles, golf bags, etc.) in the parking drive aisle, where

indicated ongoing safety concerns and parking conflicts in the Pleasant View Golf Course parking

space is very limited and the drive aisle serves as the only access route to the site.
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Parkway
To improve site accessibility, provide additional parking options, and unify
recreation areas, the study recommends constructing a parkway that connects
the Pleasant View Golf Course and Middleton Bike Park to the potential Sports
Training Center to the north, and continuing east to Schwartz Road. To protect
the natural setting of the Greenway, a parkway should be constructed rather
than a conventional urban street. The parkway consists of a curvilinear, lowimpact road that provides access to recreational amenities and protected natural
spaces. To reduce the impact on the Greenway, the parkway should be carefully

PRIMARY

sited in harmony with existing topography. Natural features such as mature trees
SHOULDER

and views should be identified and preserved to enhance the visitor experience.

DRIVE LANE

DRIVE LANE

11 FT

11 FT

SHOULDER

The roadway would be constructed of porous asphalt without curb or gutter.

SECONDARY

The parkway is envisioned as one automobile travel lane in each direction
with intermittent parking lanes, park buildings, and adjacent multi-use trail. To
discourage use as a shortcut or thoroughfare for drivers, the road would be a
low speed limit public way. The parkway is envisioned as both a pleasure drive
that provides visitor access into a natural space, as well as a secondary arrival
route for the Pleasant View Golf Course/Middleton Bike Park area and the future
Sports Training Center.
By constructing a parkway to connect the current city recreation activities
at the golf course/bike park area to the potential Sports Training Center, an
opportunity exists to cross-park these two facilities. Agreements should exist

SHOULDER
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to allow parking between the two sites with parking location options proximate
to different recreation opportunities such as golfing, biking, cross country skiing,
snow shoeing, etc. While each use will have a designated primary parking area, connecting
the two parking areas also provides nearby space for overflow parking, making the parkway
highly integral to increased programming of special events. By spreading out the many
park users, these additional parking areas should alleviate the parking shortage and reduce
crowding issues at the golf course parking lot.
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Potential Park Road Alignments
The expansion of Pleasant View Road will be designed in the near future and may
impact golf operations. Now is the time to review access options to the Pleasant View
Golf Course to proactively plan for the road expansion project. If desired, this major
public improvement could provide an opportunity to reconfigure the golf course
entrance and arrival experience directing views toward the newly constructed club
house and patio, and directing views away from the adjacent quarry and cell tower.
Since the exact road expansion impact is unknown, this study provides three different
options for future park road alignments to be considered during the Pleasant View
Road reconstruction process. Options two and three can be found in Appendix D. The
road alignment preferred by the Pleasant View Golf Course Advisory Committee is
shown to the right:
•

Roadway Option One: This option maintains the current park road alignment
on the north side of the golf course. The proposed parkway would connect into
the existing park road near the bike park.

Regardless of which road alignment option is constructed in the future, improvements
should be made to direct visitor views toward the golf clubhouse and away from the
quarry, powerlines, cell tower, and the Billy Goat Par Three Course to provide the best
first impression of the course. Other improvements should also include connecting
the golf course/bike park access road to the parkway and constructing a second
parking lot to serve as a bike park trailhead. Additionally, a bicycle/pedestrian path
is recommended along the north side of the existing park road, providing a safe
space for bicyclists and pedestrians who currently use the park road. The path would
run the entire length of the non-golf use area as designated on page 26 and connect
to other trails to the west of the study area. Wayfinding signage should be provided to
help visitors locate the golf course, bike park, bike trails, and the parkway. Signage
should also be used to help mark the trail so that users can stay on the trail, off the
golf course, and avoid vehicle conflicts in the Pleasant View Golf Course parking lot. If
additional activities occur in the area, the golf course may desire a fence along access
roads.
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This study recommends that the city hire a golf course architect to review the impact of the
Pleasant View Road reconstruction on the golf course – particularly the potential impact on
Hole 2 of the Lake Course – and evaluate the three park road alignment options. In particular,
the golf course designer should examine the route of the new park road included in Option
Three, as the road would need to circumvent the Lake Course, driving range, and Billy Goat
Par 3 Course. Ultimately, the golf course designer should evaluate all three options, help
identify pros and cons, bring their expertise to identify additional opportunities, and ensure
that Pleasant View Golf Course continues to provide a top-quality golfing experience and
maintains profitability.
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Golf Course Entry Gate

Golf Course Approach 1

Golf Course Approach 2

Golf Course Approach 3

Golf Course Approach 4

Arrival at Clubhouse

Additional Parking
In additional to parking provided within the
parkway, this study recommends adding a
second parking lot northeast of the existing
parking lot at Pleasant View Golf Course. This
provides a near-term parking solution while the
parkway develops. Three potential parking lot
options are provided:
•

Option One: This parking lot design
extends the existing parking lot to the
north. The existing parking stalls on the
east side of the primary golf course drive
aisle are replaced with a parking lot. This
lot would provide an ideal parking location
for users that need to unload equipment,
eliminating conflicts along the clubhouse
access drive. This option requires a
reconfiguration of the golf course park road
or construction of the parkway. The parking
lot provides a net of 53 parking stalls.

•

Option Two: This parking lot design replaces parking along the golf
course access drive with a parking lot located off of the park road,
providing a clubhouse drive free of parking stalls, and eliminating all
unloading conflicts. The parking lot provides a net of 13 parking stalls.
Existing stalls on the west side of the access drive could remain to
maximize parking.

•

Option Three: Similar to Option Two, this parking lot design replaces
parking along the golf course access drive with a parking lot off of the
park road, but extends the parking lot along the park road. The parking
lot provides a net of 26 parking stalls. Existing stalls on the west side of
the access drive could remain to maximize parking.
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Quarry Wall
A unique feature of the study area is the quarry
wall. This 80-foot wall, a result of past quarrying
activities, defines the southern boundary of the
quarry site. This wall could be transformed into
a four-season rock climbing wall that would
complement the Greenway’s recreational
amenities. The wall could be used for rock
climbing in the warmer months and ice climbing
in the winter. As it is north-facing, it is particularly
well-suited to ice climbing and could contain
permanent anchor points at the top of the wall. An
ice climbing wall would be a truly unique offering
in the Dane County area. There are few areas in
the Midwest where ice climbing is available in a
natural setting such as the Greenway. The quarry
wall has the potential to become a major attraction
for outdoors adventurers and climbers, and it
could drive recreational tourism along with the
potential Sports Training Center and Greenway
hospitality site. The city could find an operator for
the climbing wall that could manage the climbing
activities and lease the space from the city.
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Expanded Activities
This portion of the Greenway includes numerous outdoor recreation opportunities including
the Pleasant View Golf Course, Middleton Bike Park, Pleasant View Golf Course Conservancy
Area, and cross-country ski and snow shoe trails. All of these activities belong within a
greenway and should be planned in a unified way to ensure all recreational activities continue
to operate effectively, providing recreation options to a wide range of users. Understanding
user needs will be important as improvements are made and special attention should be paid
where uses abut. Uses should be designed to be compatible—whether that includes providing
connections between uses or providing screening between incompatible facilities such as
storage spaces. The new access road, parking lot, and other improvements described in this
section will enhance the use of the golf course and support the course’s ability to host new
events and non-golf activities. As the city continues to promote after-hours activities, public
gatherings, and the development of new non-golf activities at Pleasant View, the area will
increasingly serve a broader audience and attract more Middleton residents to the natural
space.
Additional nature and recreation activities should be encouraged throughout the Greenway
within the study area. Cross country ski trails, snow shoe trails, and bike trails continue to
be maintained, improved and expanded. Birdwatching, educational experiences, running,
walking, and hiking should all be formalized through events and programming.
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STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE
Recognizing the importance the Greenway plays in stormwater management, the city should
continue to invest in the Greenway’s stormwater infrastructure features. Improvements will
involve regular maintenance including slope revegetation and stabilization, removal of
invasive plant species, and removal of willow trees and phragmites along waterways. The city
should incorporate new advances in stormwater best management practices (BMP’s) into
public drainage and conveyance corridors. Additionally, the city should require businesses to
utilize stormwater BMP’s and eliminate direct runoff and erosion into nearby waterways.

SOUTH POND IMPROVEMENTS
In order to continue to support the Greenway’s stormwater functions and to enhance future
redevelopment projects, a number of improvements to the South Pond area are recommended,
generally related to pond stabilization and native vegetation management. On the west side
of the pond, the study recommends removal of invasive plant species and stabilization of the
pond bank. The study further recommends removing existing drainageways that drain directly

and pedestrian trail made of porous asphalt should be added to the top of the slope along

into the pond and adding stormwater BMP’s to treat runoff before it enters South Pond. Storage

the north and west sides of the pond or as part of the future redevelopment lands to the west.

tanks currently on the co-op site immediately to the west should be relocated to reduce the

Combined, these improvements will have the effect of expanding the Greenway to the west by

risk of contamination of the pond and stormwater system. Finally, an extension of the bicycle

75 to 100 feet.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPROVEMENTS
The Greenway’s unique environmental characteristics are an inherent part of Middleton’s

Another opportunity to enhance the Greenway’s natural features is to create a Bird Guide

Greenway system. The study area is located within two DNR designated watersheds. The Six

for the whole Greenway system. This could include bird houses, sanctuaries, viewings of

Mile and Pheasant Branch Creeks watershed covers the majority of the study areas, while

bird migrations, guided tours, and access to information about bird species and habitat. Bird

the Black Earth Creek watershed covers a western portion of the study area at the base of a

watching opportunities exist at South Pond, Esser Pond, at the Pleasant View Golf Course,

steep ridge running northeast to southwest. Wetlands proliferate along the Pheasant Branch

along the mountain biking trails, and at the future Greenway hospitality site south of PPD.

Creek, around South Pond and Esser Pond, and around smaller, unnamed ponds and creeks in
the study area. Because the health of the natural environment within the Greenway system is
essential to the Greenway’s role as an economic development tool, improvements should be
made that continue to protect and support the natural features of the Greenway.
The Greenway Improvements graphic recommends a number of potential environmental
improvements and new low-impact recreational activities in the study area. For instance,
several opportunities for native plant restoration are present along the south fork of Pleasant
Branch Creek, especially in the open space east of PPD and further south in the open space
between Greenway Boulevard and Deming Way. Fishing, bird watching, and native plant
restoration opportunities also exist at South Pond and Esser Pond.
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Moreover, the city should conduct an ecological study for each segment of the Greenway,
as was done for Esser Pond by ecologists Zimmerman and Kailing, referenced earlier in this
document. Such studies could point to additional environmental improvements and stormwater
BMP’s that could be prioritized in the future.
Since the Greenway provides a natural system connecting development, special attention
should be paid to the interface of building and the Greenway. Parking, loading, and storage
areas that face the Greenway should be screened to protect the Greenway user experience.

Part V:
Implementation

The Greenway plays an important economic development role throughout the entirety of the
City, beyond the Pleasant View/Greenway Center segment and study area. The TID #3 Urban
Greenway Area Study could serve as a model or prototype for the other Greenway segments.
The study recommends that the city conduct studies in all five segments of the Greenway. Most
of the other segments may be reduced in scope with directed focus on environmental and
recreational issues rather than redevelopment and future land uses.
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FUNDING OF IMPROVEMENTS
Annual Budget

Intergovernmental Agreements

This plan includes recommendations for public improvements related to the Pleasant View

The benefits of the Greenway transcend the boundaries of Middleton. Considering the

Golf Course, public awareness, stormwater infrastructure, South Pond, transportation and

Greenway system extends beyond Middleton’s city limits, the city should work with the

connectivity, and environmental quality. In order to implement these recommendations,

Town of Middleton and Dane County to determine roles for funding and maintenance. An

the city should develop an annual budget for the improvements. That budget may initially

intergovernmental discussion could result in a cooperative arrangement for maintaining the

include improvements specific to this Greenway segment, and incorporate future segment

Greenway system and ensuring it will continue to benefit all municipalities.

improvements as planning is completed.
Additionally, the city should establish an annual budget for comprehensive monitoring,

Grants

maintenance, and repair within this segment and the Greenway system as a whole. Regular

The city should also track state and federal funding sources that could be appropriate for

monitoring of conditions should occur on an annual basis. This should include monitoring of

improvement projects. For example, the city could explore Knowles-Nelson Stewardship

invasive species in the waterways such as willows and phragmites, changing environmental

grant funding at the state level or USEPA funding at the federal level. Private foundations can

and climate conditions, and evolving infestations such as emerald ash borer. These monitoring

also provide funding for environmental projects. Foundations with a known interest in issues

activities should inform maintenance and repair needs to be included in the annual

related to the climate, water quality, urban environment, and habitat preservation would be the

Greenway budget.

best match. In addition, the local corporate community could participate by sponsoring public
art installations, interpretative signage, invasive species removal, upgrades to facilities, and

TID Funding

other activities.

As described earlier in this document, the Greenway plays many roles that contribute to
Middleton’s environmental, economic, and community health. Because the Greenway plays

Private Organization Partners

such a key part in ensuring that Middleton continues to be a great place to live and work, the

Finally, partnering with organizations with allied goals can also help implement

Greenway system is an essential piece of economic development infrastructure. Consequently,

recommendations in this plan. For instance, the city could work with the Madison Metropolitan

the city should use TIF revenues from TID #3 and TID #5 to support the improvements

Sewerage District to make Greenway investments that would help the District meet its

recommended in this study. Tax increment was generated by the success of the commercial

suspended solid reduction targets. Such an arrangement could be mutually beneficial

development in these two districts. Investing some of these revenues in the Greenway will

for both parties.

clearly contribute to growing Middleton’s economy.
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ANNOUNCING THE GREENWAY CITY
Momentum for funding and implementation can be supported by dedicated and far-reaching

The Middleton Chamber of Commerce and the Middleton Tourism Commission should play

promotion of Middleton as a Greenway City. Middleton is pioneering the Greenway City

a role in this marketing campaign. They can further support the Greenway City concept by

concept, and this study has provided a strong framework. Generating and growth awareness of

coordinating events to attract visitors to the Greenway and its commercial areas. Events could

Middleton’s Greenway system and its benefits will inspire and create confidence in potential

include 5K/10K races, other sporting competitions using Greenway facilities, ice climbing

funders and investors. Branding will also support the Greenway’s role in attracting, retaining,

expositions, golf tournaments, movie nights, candlelight hikes, or scavenger hunts. Promotional

and growing businesses in Middleton.

events announcing the Greenway City concept could involve establishing new events or
rebranding of existing events to focus on the Greenway and the value it brings
to the community.
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ESTABLISH AN OVERSIGHT COMMISSION

PLEASANT VIEW ROAD RECONSTRUCTION

The city should create a Greenway Commission to make decisions related to preserving,

The planned reconstruction of Pleasant View Road into a four lane divided road is a major

enhancing, and expanding the Greenway. This commission should contain representatives

driver of this study. The City of Middleton should closely monitor the upcoming road design

from a wide variety of city committees, employers, conservation groups, user groups (golfing,

project to ensure that study goals, future land uses, and future local road connections are

mountain biking, skiing, etc.), and other stakeholders. The commission’s role would be to

incorporated into the roadway design project. The city and road design team should work

address Greenway-specific issues as they relate to the three greenway roles identified in this

closely with owners of properties adjacent to the road right of way to ensure their future

document – economic, environmental, and community. The Greenway Commission would be

property goals are achievable with the road expansion.

advisory to the Plan Commission and Common Council. A separate commission is necessary
because there are a number of other city committees which relate to the Greenway (e.g., Parks,
Recreation, and Forestry Commission; Pedestrian, Bicycle & Transit Committee; Pleasant View
Golf Course Advisory Committee; Water Resources Management Commission; Conservancy
Lands Commission; and more), but no single entity has sole jurisdiction of the Greenway. The
commission could also help evaluate whether potential land additions to the Greenway meet
the goals of the city’s Conservancy Lands Plan.

The Pleasant View Road reconstruction may impact the Pleasant View Golf Course. The
roadway will most likely be widened to the west along the golf course due to topography and
existing development on the east side of the road. For this reason, this study recommends the
city hire a golf course architect to analyze the road widening project effects on golf operations.
These effects include impact on Hole 2 of the Lake Course, golf course access, potential
ATC power pole relocations, and earthwork necessary to grade the edges of the roadway, as
previously outlined in this study. The architect should be encouraged to rethink the golf course

An example of the commission role would be to review and provide recommendation for large

arrival experience to best serve golf course, bike park, and future parkway users and improve

projects such as the construction of a parkway connecting Pleasant View Golf Course and

safety of all access points along Pleasant View Road.

Middleton Bike Park with the potential Sports Training Center to the north. The commission
would be able to guide the parkway project through the comprehensive knowledge of the
commissioners. This group should not review smaller projects or those that fall solely under

PLAN ADOPTION

the jurisdiction of a separate committee. An example is the recent construction of the patio

The TID #3 Urban Greenway Area Study was led by the City of Middleton Planning

at the Pleasant View Golf Course. This type of project would continue to be guided by the

Department and developed by the city’s TIF Redevelopment Team. This study is a key planning

Pleasant View Golf Course Advisory Committee, Plan Commission, and Common Council.

document with significant economic development and planning implications throughout
the city; therefore Planning Staff recommends its adoption as part of the City of Middleton’s

The commission could also guide coordination with private parties to aid the implementation

Comprehensive Plan, either by reference or as a distinct chapter of the Comprehensive Plan.

of the Greenway goals. For example, the managers of the potential Sports Training Center

The city’s Future Land Use Map should reflect the land uses described in Part III

are bringing a ski trail designer to the site in late fall of 2016 to identify the best trail routes.

of this document.

This would be a good time for the Greenway Commission, city’s TID #3 team, the ski trail
designer, and the Sports Training Center team to walk the site and determine a suitable route

Implementing the land use plan and associated improvements put forth in this plan will

and location for the parkway that would connect the Pleasant View Golf Course to the Sports

continue to grow Middleton’s tax base, employment base, and overall economic success.

Training Center.

Establishing Middleton as a Greenway City formalizes the community’s long-standing
environmental ethic. This study will guide these sustainable strategies in the years to come.
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Appendices:

Appendix A: ATC Impacts
Appendix B: Water and Sanitary Sewer Impacts
Appendix C: Traffic Operations Assessment
Appendix D: Golf Course/Bike Park Area Potential Road Alignments
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APPENDIX A: ATC IMPACTS
ATC has a double circuit transmission line adjacent to the west
side of Pleasant View Road with voltages of 138kV and 69kV.
This transmission line will be in conflict with the future Pleasant
View Road reconstruction project. The existing poles are located
approximately 25 feet west of the existing roadway and will be in
alignment with the future southbound travel lanes when the roadway
is reconstructed.
The relocation of these facilities will be a significant effort. ATC
typically requires a minimum of 18 months from project request
date to relocation completion. Relocation costs could start at
approximately $60,000 per pole location for standard poles with
additional costs for angle poles or switch structures, similar to the
large corner pole at the northeast corner of the golf course property.
ATC will need to be contacted early in the design of the Pleasant
View Road project to discuss impacts. If ATC is required to move
their facilities, ATC will redesign their facilities to avoid conflict with
the new roadway and move them prior to construction.
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APPENDIX B: WATER AND SANITARY SEWER IMPACTS
Below is a summary of the potential impact of reconstruction of Pleasant View Road on the Middleton sewer and water systems.

General
The section of Pleasant View Road that was reviewed was from Blackhawk Road on the south to approximately 1,000 feet north of STH 14. The total length of this portion of Pleasant View Road is
about 6,100 feet.
This section of Pleasant View Road lies within and along three jurisdictions, City of Middleton, City of Madison, and the Town of Middleton.
The current expectation is expansion of Pleasant View Road in Middleton from

Figure 1. Unserved Areas

its current rural cross section to four traffic lanes with bike lanes, curb and
gutter, and sidewalk urban section. The project may include a median along
much of its length, and potentially signals or roundabouts at the intersections
of STH 14, Quarry Road, Greenway Boulevard, and Blackhawk Road
Lands on either side of section of Pleasant View Road are provided with
municipal water and sewer service by either City of Middleton or City of
Madison as shown in Figure 1. One area fronting Pleasant View Road within
the City of Middleton is currently not served with municipal services. A
second area is provided limited City of Middleton water through a private
main, but it does not have City of Middleton sewer service. The third area is in
the Town of Middleton and has neither sewer nor water service. It is possible
that the lands west of Pleasant View Road that are currently in the Town could
be annexed into the City of Middleton at an undetermined time in the future
and are not currently served by municipal services. These three areas are
highlighted in Figure 1.
The Pleasant View Golf Course has Middleton water and sewer service at its
clubhouse. It is assumed that additional development requiring water and
sewer will not occur within the footprint of the golf course.
More detailed discussion of sanitary sewer and water system impacts follows.
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Sanitary Sewer

Figure 2. Existing MHs

There are no Middleton sanitary sewers along South Pleasant View Road.
However, Middleton has two sanitary manholes in Pleasant View Road. One
is at the intersection of Quarry Road. Its reported invert elevation is 939.95
feet mean sea level (ft. msl). This manhole drains east through a 10-inch
main. The second is at the intersection of Greenway Boulevard. Its reported
invert elevation is 1002.30 ft. msl. It drains east through a 10-inch main. The
location of these manholes is shown on Figure 2.
A. South of Pleasant View Golf Course
There are no parcels without sanitary sewer service generally south of the
north line of the Pleasant View Golf Course. As a result there is no need to
extend sanitary sewer in Pleasant View Road south of this line.
B. North of Pleasant View Golf Course
It will be difficult to install sewer north of Quarry Road in Pleasant View
Road because of lack of depth, with the projected invert of the northernmost
future manhole at or just below existing grade. See Figure 3. Regardless of
the final alignment of Pleasant View Road, it will not be possible to provide
gravity sanitary sewer from Pleasant View Road into the area immediately
east of Pleasant View Road and south of STH 14. However, first floor gravity
sanitary sewer service in this area can be provided by extension of the
existing sewer at the intersection of Quarry Road and the eastern loop of Research Way north within new easements into this area. A gravity sewer will need to be extended south of Quarry Road
along Pleasant View Road to provide service to the property on the east side of Pleasant View Road at the crest of the hill adjacent to the golf course.
If the areas currently in the Town of Middleton are annexed into the City and sanitary sewer is extended into this area, gravity sewers will likely only be able to be extended to the western
boundary of the quarry property. Due to the geography in this area, any areas west of the existing quarry will likely require the construction of a sanitary sewer pumping station.
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Water Supply

Figure 3. Potential New Sewer

Existing water main in this area is shown in Figure 4. The main in this
area serves two pressure zones, the normal service zone, and the
West Middleton High Zone. The approximate boundary between the
two pressure zones is determined by the main service zone’s ability
to provide 40 psi minimum pressure. Using this criteria, Middleton’s
normal service zone can provide water service up to about elevation
980 ft. msl. The approximate location, based on existing topography, of
the pressure zone boundary is shown in Figure 5.
Ground areas above this elevation in southwestern Middleton are
served by the West Middleton High Zone. Boosted water service is
provided by the Greenway Boulevard Booster Station. This facility
provides water service to about elevation 1080 ft. msl.
Providing Middleton water service along Pleasant View Road in this area
is complicated by a number of factors.
1. The service zone of the lands within the quarry may change,
depending on the final depth reached before mining ends and on
the final disposition of large spoil piles and unmined overburden.
2. The West Middleton High Zone will almost extend from the golf
course to STH 14 on the west side of Pleasant View Road. Farther
west, higher elevations retreat south away from STH 14, resulting
in ground elevations that would be served by the normal service
zone, if these lands are developed. Providing normal service zone pressure along this portion of STH 14 and lands in the normal service pressure zone farther west along the south side of
STH 14 is constricted by this section of higher ground and the resulting intervening West Middleton High Service Zone.
3. There is no short-term or long-term way to provide a second supply loop in or to the West Middleton High Zone. This reduces the reliability of supply in this area. There is a generator at the
Greenway Boulevard Booster Station, which provides a high level of redundancy at the facility. However, there is only a single supply main into and out of this pumping station.
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Past water system studies have recommended a 12-inch reinforcing main

Figure 4. Existing Water Main

between Parview Road and Pinehurst Drive. This should be taken into
account during reconstruction of Pleasant View Road.
However, the location, size, and connectivity of this reinforcement should
be refined as planning in this area matures. This main is considered
further.
Implementing the land use plan and associated improvements put forth
in this plan will continue to grow Middleton’s tax base, employment base,
and overall economic success. Establishing Middleton as a Greenway
City formalizes the community’s long-standing environmental ethic. This
study will guide these sustainable strategies in the years to come.
A. Water Service in Areas without Public Mains
Three areas do not have public water mains as indicated in Figure 1.
The first area lies east of Pleasant View Road, approximately on the north
line of the golf course. Ground elevations in this area range between
1060 ft. msl and 1000 ft. msl. This is within the service range of the West
Middleton High Zone. Capacity to serve this area was included in the
original design of the Greenway Booster Station and the finances of the
local assessment district. This area can be served from a proposed 12inch main extension on Pheasant Branch Road.
Ground elevations in the second area unserved by public mains (although there is a private main serving this area) in the southeastern quadrant of Pleasant View Road and STH 14 are between
940 ft. msl and 950 ft. msl. This area can be served by the normal service zone.
If Pleasant View Road is rebuilt on its current alignment, a 12-inch normal service zone main can be extended north from the existing 12-inch main at Quarry Road and Pleasant View Road to
connect to the existing 10-inch main on University Green. Figure 5 shows this alternative. It also shows the option of moving the 12-inch reinforcement south of STH 14 to serve potential normal
service zone development directly adjacent to and south of STH 14. This main would be available to serve additional normal service zone development farther west of Pleasant View Road and
south of STH 14, if it occurs. The reinforcement would be completed by installing main north to connect to Pinehurst Drive.
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The third area is in the Town of Middleton and lies in the southwest

Figure 5. Main Configuration

quadrant of Pleasant View Road and STH 14. These lands are as low as
920 ft. msl, which as previously discussed, places them in the normal
service zone. Maximum elevation is about 1100 ft. msl, which requires
service from the West Middleton High Zone.
Figure 5 assumes the quarry will be in the Middleton West High Zone
with water service being provided from the Greenway Boulevard
Booster Station by an extension of the existing 12-inch main north on
Pleasant View Road.
The original design of the Greenway Boulevard Booster Station did not
include capacity to serve lands west of Pleasant View Road. As planning
for this area progresses, the ability of this facility to meet the additional
water demands should be evaluated.
B. Middleton West High Zone Redundancy
As a partial solution to the supply redundancy issue presented earlier,
a check valve can be installed in a manhole along the pressure zone
boundary. Potential locations for this valve are labeled “CV’ in Figure
5. This installation would be similar to others in Middleton. Normally
closed, it would open in case of a significant pressure reduction within
the West Middleton High zone. The resulting flows and pressures would
be significantly lower than provided by the pumping station but would
provide some pressure to most parts of the high zone in an emergency.
The water demand in the West Middleton High Zone may increase significantly if the areas west of Pleasant View Road and south of STH 14 develop. If this occurs, it may also be prudent to
consider a second pumping station.
The sizes and connections of future mains are tentative. We recommend that the options presented here be verified during computer modeling as planning for this area is refined.
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APPENDIX C: TRAFFIC OPERATIONS ASSESSMENT
General Roadway Conditions

Figure 6. Urban Greenway Study - Development Projects

The study team assessed general traffic conditions on streets serving
the Urban Greenway Study area using the Madison Area Transportation
Planning Board’s Dane County Travel Demand Model (TDM) as well
as through detailed trip generation for recent and anticipated future
development.
Along Pleasantview Road (PVR), current traffic volumes are
approximately 8,000 to 9,000 vehicles per day near US 14. Based on the
future TDM and trip generation performed by the study team, this volume
is expected to grow to approximately 14,000 to 17,000 vpd by 2025 after
development in the area is essentially complete. This is comfortably in the
volume range requiring a four-lane PVR corridor, as is currently planned.
These volumes are approaching the existing traffic levels on County V/
Grand Avenue in Sun Prairie near the big box retail sites north of US 151.
County V/Grand Avenue is a four lane divided road with slotted left-turn
lanes and signal or roundabout controlled intersections.
Along Quarry Road, current traffic volumes are approximately 2,000 to
3,000 vpd near PVR. This is expected to grow to approximately 6,000 to
7,000 vpd west of PVR and 9,000 to 11,000 vpd east of PVR by 2025. East
of PVR additional intersections may warrant improved traffic control
(traffic signal or roundabout) sometime in the future, but the current twolane street section should be adequate between the intersections.
Along Greenway Boulevard, current traffic volumes are approximately 5,000 to 6,000 vpd near PVR. This is expected to grow by 2025, however, the existing four-lane street section should
have sufficient capacity to accommodate the future traffic. The intersections farther west at Deming Way, John Q. Hammons Drive, and/or the Beltline interchange may need added capacity to
accommodate future development and traffic growth.
As opportunities arise to make transportation improvements in the area, the City should continue its policy of providing pedestrian and bicycle facilities that offer an alternative to travel by
motor vehicle. The upcoming reconstruction and capacity expansion of PVR will offer an opportunity to improve north-south mobility for alternate modes in the study area.
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Detailed Intersection Operations
The study team assessed traffic operations along the Pleasantview Road Corridor and specifically

from recent and anticipated future development. Signal timings were allowed to be adjusted, but

at the US 14 and PVR intersection as well as the Quarry Road and PVR intersection. Traffic counts

no other changes were made. The layout maintains PVR as a two-lane road and the Quarry Road

from April of 2012 were used at the US 14 and PVR intersection, while counts from September of

intersection as two-way stop controlled. At the intersection of US 14 and PVR, several individual

2016 were used at the Quarry Road and PVR intersection. The team generated trips for recent

movements operate at LOS F in the AM peak and PM peak. The intersection operates at LOS F

and anticipated development using the Institute of Transportation Engineer’s (ITE) Trip General

overall in both peaks as well, with a weighted average delay of over 100 seconds for vehicles

Manual: 9th Edition -Volumes 1,2,3. Assumptions for the trip generation codes were made based

traveling through the intersection. At the intersection of Quarry Road and PVR, the AM peak-hour

on the Exhibit X ‘Urban Greenway Study -Development Projections’ map. The analysis considers

operates with low delays, but the PM peak-hour operations are poor for both the eastbound (EB)

development of the following: two hotels, eight commercial centers, six apartment complexes,

and WB approaches and both are over capacity.

one recreational community center, four general office buildings, two research and development

2025 Volumes with Future Layout: This scenario evaluated the future layout of PVR and the

centers, and one general light industrial building. A linked trip reduction of 20% was assumed to

study intersections. Modeling confirms that PVR should be expanded to a four-lane roadway.

account for travel between multiple destinations. New Development Trips totaled nearly 55,000

In addition, enhancements would be needed at both Quarry Road and US 14 intersections with

daily trips with about 1,520 trips in the AM-peak hour and 2,240 trips in the PM-peak hour.

PVR. The Quarry Road intersection would need to be upgraded from the current two-way stop

The study team distributed the new trips to the street network and also assumed background

controlled intersection to a traffic signal or roundabout. When the intersection is expanded at

traffic growth of one percent per year over a 10-year study period. The new trips were assigned

least one shared through/right turn lane and one left-turn bay should be provided on Quarry

to the network assuming 25 percent would travel through the two study intersections mentioned

Road EB and WB, and the need for dedicated right-turn bays should also be considered. The PVR

above. The numbers calculated from the trip distribution were entered into Synchro traffic

approaches should include at least two through lanes and one left-turn bay northbound (NB) and

modeling software and three conditions were evaluated: 2015 volumes with the existing streets

southbound (SB). With these modifications, the intersection will operate at LOS C or better during

and intersections, 2025 conditions with the new development trips and with the existing streets

the AM peak-hour, and LOS D or better during the PM peak-hour, with no movements at LOS F. At

and intersections, and 2025 conditions with modified streets and intersections.

US 14 and PVR, additional capacity including possible dual left turn lanes NB and/or WB may also

2015 Volumes with Existing Layout: This condition is provided as a baseline for evaluating

be needed, in addition to the two through lanes NB and SB.

the 2025 scenarios. Signal timings were allowed to be adjusted but no other motor vehicle

There is the possibility of a future access point being added between the intersection of US 14

capacity changes were made. The layout maintains PVR as a two-lane road and the Quarry Road

and PVR and the intersection of Quarry Road and PVR. A full access sidestreet stop controlled

intersection as two-way stop controlled. At the intersection of US 14 and PVR, the AM peak and PM

intersection would likely operate poorly and could someday result in crash concerns. Also,

peak both achieved an overall intersection Level of Service (LOS) of D or better. Some individual

the intersection spacing is not adequate to provide another controlled intersection (signal or

motor vehicle movements are near or slightly over capacity in the AM peak. At the intersection

roundabout) on PVR between the controlled intersections at US 14 and Quarry Road. If a future

of Quarry Road and PVR, the AM peak-hour operations are LOS C or better for all movements,

access point is added, the study team recommends it only provide for right-in, right-out and

but the westbound (WB) movements during the PM peak operate at LOS F with delays over 50

possibly left-in motor vehicles movements only.

seconds on average and the volume approaching the capacity of the stop controlled approach.

Although traffic is projected to increase due to population growth as well as added trips from new

2025 Volumes with Existing Layout: This scenario reveals how the existing layout would function in

developments, traffic projections for the future conditions show that with some intersection and

the year 2025 with the projected growth of one percent per year and the new trips forecasted

roadway modifications the Urban Greenway Area will be able to operate with acceptable levels of
service at the two study intersections.
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Figure 7. Trip Generation
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Figure 8. Traffic Balancing - AM Peak Hour

Figure 9. Traffic Balancing - PM Peak Hour
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Figure 10. Traffic Distribution - AM Peak Hour
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Figure 11. Traffic Distribution - PM Peak Hour

Figure 12. Operations Results from Synchro 9 using Base and Future Volumes : AM Peak Hour

Note: *Base Volumes use balanced traffic counts from 2012/2016, **Future volumes for 2025 and use 1%/yr increase from balanced Base Volumes and include new development and passby traffic
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Figure 13. Operations Results from Synchro 9 using Base and Future Volumes : PM Peak Hour
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Note: *Base Volumes use balanced traffic counts from 2012/2016, **Future volumes for 2025 and use 1%/yr increase from balanced Base Volumes and include new development and passby traffic

APPENDIX D: GOLF COURSE/BIKE PARK AREA POTENTIAL ROAD ALIGNMENTS
During the planning process three roadway options were explored to provide access to the Pleasant View Golf Course, Middleton Bike Park and a connection to the proposed parkway which
would provide secondary access to the potential sports training facility. As described on page 40, the Pleasant View Golf Course Advisory Committee preferred the roadway alignment which
maintains its current location. Option One is the recommended road alignment in this Urban Greenway study. Options two and three are provided below for record of the planning process. The
Pleasant View Golf Course Advisory Committee may choose to further explore these options in the future as part of the Pleasant View Road expansion project. As previously recommended in
this document, the Committee may chose to hire a golf course architect during that road construction project.
•

Roadway Option Two: This option maintains the current park road alignment, but relocates the entrance to the intersection of Greenway Boulevard and Pleasant View Road. This entrance
point would greatly improve visitor wayfinding as Greenway Boulevard directly connects to the Beltline (Hwy 12/14) at an interchange. The existing access point at the northeast side of the
golf course would be closed and the parkway would connect into the existing park road near the bike park.

•

Roadway Option Three: This option may be considered if the Pleasant View Road reconstruction project impacts Hole 2 of the Lake Course, requiring golf hole reconfiguration. The
concept adds a second park road extending directly from Greenway Boulevard, focusing the arrival experience toward the clubhouse and golf activities. The existing park road would
become the parkway, accessible from the new golf course park road. This option provides separation of golf and parkway traffic, improving circulation patterns though impacts the existing
course configuration.
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